
General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) 

In order for The American Women’s Organization of Greece (AWOG) to be compliant, we 
must have releases from all members in order to collect data about them. This includes 
keeping a members list which is required by Greek law and includes the members in a 
members' book which is kept current each year for as long as you are a member. This book 
is held only by the Treasurer and Membership Secretary and must be kept on hand in case 
of an audit of the Organization. This list is not shared with third parties and is required in 
order for you to be a member. 

A list of members in good standing is also seen by the Assistant Treasurer, Constitution 
Chair, Secretary and President. The list of members’ names is necessary for sign-in/voting 
purposes of members only at General Assemblies. It is also necessary for the accounting 
purposes of the organization insofar as how much money in dues is received. 

1.) I understand and agree to this 

 Yes 
 No 

We need your permission to let us send you e-mails via our awog.gr e-mails or any other e- 
mail pertinent to the running of the Organization. This includes the electronic mailing of 
Bulletins, AWOG activities, meetings, area rep notes, calls to General Assemblies and 
notifications of events being held by AWOG charities. 

 Yes 
 No 

Additionally, we have a Facebook page which is not a public page, but open to AWOG 
members and friends only, on which photos of events or visitations may be posted - 
including pictures you are in. We have a website which has a privacy provision and your 
photos and name may be on the private members only part of the website from events and 
visitations conducted. You will need to register to become a member of the website and 
invitations to register are sent to all current members. If you do not want your photos 
published, please do not pose for them. Each year non-members will be removed from the 
website. 

 Yes 
 No 

We will be publishing a directory of all current AWOG members, with names, addresses, 
phones and e-mails. This will be for the exclusive use of members only and not shared with 
third parties. If you do not want to be listed in the Members Directory, you can opt out 
below. 

 Yes 
 No 

I agree to the above stated policies: 

Full Name         Date 

 

                                                                                                                                                                  
 


